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There are a lot of reasons a traveler needs a
tablet on an airplane. The Kindle Fire is the best
of the Kindle tablets to date, and that’s no
surprise. The Fire is a full-featured Kindle with
voice-enabled functions, plenty of storage for
books, movies, and apps, and an excellent UI
that makes it easy to navigate. The Fire also
has a feature called Cover, which allows you to
flip the device around so you can see the
screen from all angles without having to dig
around in your bag. For the womens list, we
went with the Aer Travel Pack 3 Small. Its the
28 liter model of the Travel Pack 3 the latest
iteration of one of our favorite bags. You can
always size up to the 35 liter if you want,
though we find this size a lot more comfortable
on a smaller frame. The harness system has
well-cushioned straps and load lifters to help
keep the weight off your shoulders. Theres also
an option to add a hip belt, though its sold
separately. The deep bucket shape makes it
easy to pack cubes and pouches. For
everything else, theres the front compartment
with plenty of liner pockets for smaller gear,
and a couple of other sneaky compartments,
like a designated spot for storing an AirTag. We
like this pack because its professional look
wont single you out as a tourist, though most
bags around this size will work. A good thing to
keep in mind here is the TSAs 3-1-1 security
rule for flying with carry-on liquids. This rule
may differ from country to country, but in most
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major countriesand definitely the U.S.it means
each passenger can bring aboard a one-quart
plastic bag with 3.4 ounce/100ml bottles of
liquids inside it. You can take as many bottles
as you want, as long as theyre all under 3.4
ounces and fit inside that plastic bag. So,
needless to say, solid items are a great choice.
Plus, youll never have to worry about a soap
bar exploding in your backpack.
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We like pairing slings with travel packs because
they allow quick access to daily essentials. The
Aer Day Sling 3 has a spot for everything. Keep

your passport in the back pocket for extra
security. Meanwhile, the front pocket is great
for keys and sunglasses. For everything else,
the main compartment has plenty of pockets

and panels to keep a power bank, wallet,
playing cards, and more. This functions as our
personal item for air travel and days out on the
town. Keep it tight to your chest while in transit

or loosen the strap and have it closer to your
hip for a more casual look. Regardless of how

you wear it, this sling holds your travel
essentials and looks good doing it. It even fits a
Nintendo Switch. Everything else we talk about

in this video fits in this backpack and sling
combo. For the womens list, we went with the
Aer Travel Pack 3 Small. Its the 28 liter model
of the Travel Pack 3the latest version of one of
our favorite bags. You can always size up to the
35 liter if you want, though we find this size a
lot more comfortable on a smaller frame. The
harness system has well-cushioned straps and

load lifters to help keep the weight off your
shoulders. Theres also an option to add a hip

belt, though its sold separately. The deep
bucket shape makes it easy to pack cubes and
pouches. For everything else, theres the front
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compartment with plenty of liner pockets for
smaller gear, and a couple of other sneaky
compartments, like a designated spot for

storing an AirTag. We like this pack because its
professional look wont single you out as a

tourist, though most bags around this size will
work. 5ec8ef588b
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